Siemens in

CHICAGOLAND
OUR CHICAGO STORY
Employing nearly 3,000 people, with a number of key
facilities in the region, Siemens has a robust footprint in
Chicagoland. Announced in the fall of 2017, Siemens
Building Technologies is investing more than
$13 million annually into a new R&D hub for digital
technologies. In addition, its North American Building
Technologies HQ is located in Buffalo Grove where the
company employs more than 700 people. In 2017,
Siemens also announced the expansion of its Process
Industries & Drives Elk Grove Technical Application
Center to offer a range of learning opportunities
including classroom training, online instructor-led
training, and online self-paced training.
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CITY OF CHICAGO DEPARTMENT OF WATER
MANAGEMENT

Siemens is working with the Department of Water and local
contractors to upgrade the electrical distribution equipment at
two purification plants and one pumping station, with more in
the pipeline. These projects save the city millions of dollars each
year in energy costs. Additionally, Siemens has worked with
surrounding municipalities to upgrade their pumping stations
and more efficiently distribute water to the Chicagoland area.
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Buffalo Grove is the home of the Siemens North American
Building Technologies headquarters.
Siemens Building Technologies is investing more than $20
million annually into its R&D hub.
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Siemens Automation Cooperates with Education (SCE)
offers a global system for sustained support of
technical skills. SCE supports educational institutions in
their teaching assignment in the industrial automation
sector and offers added value in the form of
partnerships, technical expertise, and know-how. In
Chicagoland we work with:
College of Lake County
Harper College
Joliet Junior College
Moraine Valley Community College
Prairie State College
TII Technical Education Systems
Triton College
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ABOUT SIEMENS USA
Siemens Corporation is a U.S. subsidiary of Siemens AG, a global powerhouse focusing on the areas of electrification,
automation and digitalization. One of the world’s largest producers of energy-efficient, resource-saving technologies,
Siemens is a leading supplier of systems for power generation and transmission as well as medical diagnosis. With
approximately 372,000 employees in 190 countries, Siemens reported worldwide revenue of $92.0 billion in fiscal 2017.
Siemens in the USA reported revenue of $23.3 billion, including $5.0 billion in exports, and employs approximately 50,000
people throughout all 50 states and Puerto Rico.

